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Abstract—It is shown how a highly compact representation of binary trees can be used as the basis of two access methods for dynamic files, called BDS-trees and S-trees, respectively. Both these methods preserve key-order and offer easy and efficient sequential access. They are different in the way the compact binary trees are used for searching. With a BDS-tree the search is a digital search using binary digits. Although the S-tree search is performed on a bit-by-bit basis as well, it will appear to be slightly different. Actually, with S-trees the compact binary trees are used to represent separators at low storage costs. As a result, the fan-out, and thus performance, of a B-tree can be improved by using within each index page an S-tree for representing separators efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many applications, files consist of many records, each containing a key by which the record is accessed. Examples are personnel files keyed on employee number, inventory files keyed on part number, and bank files keyed on account number. Typical operations are: given a key, read, write or delete the corresponding record; insert a new record in such a way that it can later be efficiently retrieved by its key; read the entire file sequentially, in key order; and perform a range query. To perform all these operations efficiently, the program (or database system) must be able to map a key onto the disk address of the corresponding record, without this mapping itself requiring many disk accesses.

Several methods for performing the mapping are known, including B-trees [1]–[3], Trie Hashing [12], Extendible Hashing [7], and Linear Hashing [10], [11]. The access methods that will be developed in this paper, are, like B-trees and Trie Hashing, order preserving, which makes sequential access to the records easy. Linear Hashing and Extendible Hashing do not have this property, and will not be considered further. B-trees, Trie Hashing, and our two methods all require some kind of data structure, or index, used to convert keys to disk addresses. This index must be updated as the file changes. The various methods use different data structures for the index. Actually, our methods mainly differ from B-trees and Trie Hashing in the way the index is represented.

In the following sections, we will describe our ideas in detail. In Section II, we present the necessary background information about access methods and keys. Then the binary digital search tree (BDS-tree), a first method using binary trees, is discussed and illustrated by an example in Section III. In Section IV we turn to a variation, the separator tree (S-tree), which offers better storage utilization. It is this variation that shows how separators can be represented by binary trees. Section V deals with the compact representation of the binary trees and the algorithms using this representation. In Section VI we compare our methods to Trie Hashing [12] and we show how the fan-out of B-trees can be increased by representing the search information within each page by using our S-trees. Finally, in Section VII we summarize our results.

II. KEYS, BUCKETS, SEPARATORS, AND FAN-OUT

As mentioned earlier, every record is assumed to have (a unique) key by which it is accessed. Throughout this paper, we will focus our attention on the key, but every record has a non-key portion as well, of course. A key is a string of bits, 0's, and 1's. Keys need not have any fixed maximum length.

Any set of distinct keys can be uniquely arranged in order, from smallest to largest. The ordering we will use is similar to lexicographic order. To compare two keys, examine each from the left, bit by bit, until they differ in some bit position. The key containing a 0 in that position is defined as the smaller of the two. A prefix of a key is a substring starting at the left end. Note that if one of the two keys is a prefix of the other, in our scheme zeros must be appended to the shorter until the comparison terminates.

If the actual record keys are integers, reals, characters, etc., to preserve key order, they must be converted to bit strings in such a way as to preserve this ordering. Sixteen bit numbers have the same ordering when viewed as unsigned integers compared numerically as when viewed as bit strings compared lexicographically, but signed integers and reals do not. Long and highly redundant keys lead to less compact search information. Therefore, if possible, also (an order preserving) text compression should be applied to the keys, before using them for an index. (This does not imply that the keys in the data records should be compressed too!) For example, character strings consisting exclusively of letters should be mapped with \( a = 0, b = 1, c = 2 \), etc., so each character can be represented in 5 bits, instead of, say, 8 bits.

In most applications, files are too large to be kept in main memory. Therefore, they are kept on disk or other random access secondary storage medium. We will call the unit of data transferred between memory and disk in...
a single operation a bucket, page, or disk block. Typically a bucket is a sector or a track. We will use $b$ to denote the capacity of a bucket, i.e., the number of records that can be stored in one bucket. Each bucket has a unique symbolic or physical address. A basic assumption beyond all access methods is that the time necessary to access a data structure in main memory is negligible compared to the time necessary to access a bucket on secondary storage.

While presenting our two methods in Sections III and IV we will assume, just for our convenience, that the index entirely fits in main memory. Since our way of representing the search information is very compact, this assumption may be realistic even for quite large files.

Still, despite our compact representation, an index may become too large to be entirely kept in main memory. An efficient way to structure such large indexes in a paged, multilevel index organization is offered by $B^+$-trees [3]. A $B^+$-tree organizes the data into a multilevel index part, containing search information, and a file with the records themselves. Within each page of the index, the search information consists of pointers and separators [2]. The performance of $B^+$-trees can be improved by increasing the number of (separator, pointer)-pairs per index block, i.e., the fan-out of each index block since a higher fan-out leads to a smaller depth for the index tree of a certain file, and hence to fewer disk accesses to fetch the data.

Since our so-called S-trees of Sections IV and V will appear to be a very compact way of representing (separator, pointer)-pairs, the fan-out, and thus performance, of a $B^+$-tree can be increased by using an S-tree for representing the search information within each index page (see Section VI). Thus, the reader has to keep in mind that the assumption about the index entirely fitting in main memory is not crucial for the usefulness of the ideas to be presented.

III. Binary Digital Search Trees

The method to be presented in this section uses a binary tree to map keys onto bucket addresses. We have chosen to call this access method a Binary Digital Search Tree (BDS-tree), since a key is examined bit-by-bit during the search rather than being compared in its entirety to other keys [9]. As customary with binary trees we distinguish between internal nodes, which have exactly two descendants, and external nodes or leaves, which do not have descendants. Internal nodes are used to discriminate during the search, while only leaves may correspond to buckets on disk. For convenience, we assume that each leaf corresponds to a bucket. Therefore, we need to distinguish between buckets that contain at least one record, and those that are completely empty, since no actual disk storage will be allocated for the latter, even though they occur in the access tree. Empty buckets (and their corresponding leaves) will be called dummies.

Fig. 1 illustrates a small binary tree with four internal nodes and five leaves, one of which is a dummy. A known property concerning binary trees is that the number of leaves is one more than the number of internal nodes. This property underlies our search algorithm, as explained in Section V-D.

Another thing to note about Fig. 1 is the labeling of the edges. Left edges are labeled 0; right edges are labeled 1. Using these numbers, every bucket can be labeled by its path from the root. Bucket 1 has path 000, bucket 2 has path 001, bucket 3 (a dummy) has path 01, etc.

A. Searching

Given a tree of the kind shown in Fig. 1 and a record key, it is possible to determine which bucket the record belongs in. The algorithm is simple: starting from the root of the tree, the key is examined bit-by-bit from the left end. Each time a 0 is encountered, go left. Each time a 1 is encountered, go right. When a leaf is reached, stop. The corresponding bucket is where the record belongs. In other words, the key belongs in the bucket whose path is a prefix of the key. For example, key 00101 belongs in bucket 2 and key 110011 belongs in bucket 5.

Observe that bucket numbers are different from bucket addresses. The bucket numbers go from 1 to some maximum in tree-traversal order, that is, in the order the leaves would be encountered when traversing the entire tree. The issue of how to convert bucket numbers to bucket addresses will be discussed in detail later. For the time being just assume the existence of a table indexed by bucket number that contains the address of each bucket (with a special bucket address, say 0, for dummies). By simply scanning this table, it is possible to find all the buckets in order, and therefore read the file sequentially starting at the beginning or at an arbitrary bucket.

B. Insertions

When a new record is to be inserted, we can distinguish three cases:

- the required bucket is partially filled.
- the required bucket is a dummy (i.e., this is the first entry).
- the required bucket is full.

In the first case, insertion is trivial: the required bucket is read in, the new record inserted into it, and the bucket is rewritten to the disk. In the second case, the dummy bucket is converted into a real one. Since dummy buckets do not have disk space allocated to them, inserting a record in a dummy bucket will require allocating a new disk bucket. If a record with key 01100 were inserted into the tree of Fig. 1, the result would be Fig. 2(a).

The case of inserting a record into an already full bucket is more involved. The bucket must be split into two buckets, and all $b + 1$ keys (the $b$ keys that previously filled
the bucket, plus the new one to be inserted) are distributed over the two new buckets. As an example, consider what would happen if an insertion was executed in bucket 2 of Fig. 2(a) when this bucket is already full. The node would be converted to an internal node, with two buckets under it, as shown in Fig. 2(b). (Note that a split causes all subsequent buckets to be renumbered.) Whereas prior to the split, all keys starting with 001 went into bucket 2, after the split, those keys beginning with 0010 go into bucket 2, and those keys beginning with 0011 go into bucket 3. This redistribution applies both to the $b + 1$ keys of bucket 2 just prior to the split, and keys occurring subsequently.

In most cases, roughly half the keys will go into bucket 2 and the other half into bucket 3. However, in the worst case, all the keys might go into one of the buckets. For example, suppose $b = 4$, and prior to the split bucket 2 contained keys 0011000, 0011001, 0011011, and 0011110. Now key 0011101 is to be inserted. When all five keys are redistributed into buckets 2 and 3 of Fig. 2(b), unfortunately all five of them fall into bucket 3, which must itself be split, yielding Fig. 2(c). Fortunately, three of these go into bucket 3 and two go into bucket 4. Bucket 2 becomes a dummy. If the five keys had all started with 0011100, bucket 4 in Fig. 2(c) would also have to be split (making bucket 3 a dummy), and its left child would have to have been split too, making its right child into a dummy as well [see Fig. 2(d)].

In general, if all the keys in a bucket to be split have long identical prefixes, many new levels may have to be created in the access tree to distinguish them, since each level corresponds to a single key bit. This tendency may or may not be of any importance in practice. In any event, Section IV deals with a variant of the BDS-tree that can guarantee a 50–50 split every time.

C. Deletions

In principle, deletions can be handled by just removing the record in question without changing the access tree structure. In practice, doing so might lead to many buckets with a utilization of less than 50 percent, thus wasting disk storage. A simple way to pursue a more acceptable degree of disk utilization is to make a check after each deletion as to see if the bucket being deleted from still is more than, say, half full. If not, it may be possible to combine the bucket with its immediate sibling. As an example, consider the effect of a deletion from bucket 6 in Fig. 2(c). If buckets 6 and 7 can now be merged into a single bucket, one bucket can be freed, and the tree reorganized as shown in Fig. 3(a). If a subsequent deletion from bucket 4 allows buckets 3 and 4 to be merged, we get Fig. 3(b), which in turn can be converted into Fig. 3(c) by merging bucket 3 with dummy bucket 2.

From Figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen how the access tree dynamically changes its shape as records are inserted and deleted from the file.

D. Some Properties of BDS-Trees

Assuming that the access tree can be kept in main memory, a successful search always takes exactly one disk access, since the search process yields the correct bucket every time. When searching for a key not present in the file, no disk access at all will be needed if the search terminates in a dummy bucket. When the search terminates in a nonempty bucket, exactly one disk access is needed to determine that the key is not present. Depending on what fraction of the (unsuccessful) searches end in dummy buckets, the mean number of disk accesses per read request will be between 0 and 1.

With BDS-trees a high storage utilization cannot be guaranteed. If every split would put exactly half the keys in one of the new buckets and the other half in the other new bucket, storage utilization in these new buckets will be 50 percent initially. As they subsequently fill up, the
efficiency will rise toward 100 percent. The mean efficiency would fall somewhere between these limits, typically about 70 percent [13].

However, if many bad splits occur, some buckets will be nearly empty, and storage utilization may be lower. For example, a 90–10 percent split would still yield a 50 percent storage utilization on the average, initially, but if the nearly full bucket is filled up and then split again, we have 1.1b entries spread over three buckets, for a 37 percent efficiency. Thus, a nonuniform key distribution usually leads to a storage utilization lower than 70 percent.

Note that a nonuniform key distribution does not always have a bad influence on the storage utilization or on the compactness of the tree. Suppose, for example, that a huge number of records whose keys begin with 00110 were to be inserted into Fig. 3(a). If these keys were randomly distributed starting at bit 6, few dummies would occur in the search tree, even though it is severely unbalanced. Furthermore, the storage utilization would be just the usual 70 percent. Put in other words, even if the key distribution exhibits large clusters, the storage utilization does not suffer. Also the storage costs of the search tree would not be affected, since the representation of an unbalanced tree costs no more bits than of a balanced one with the same number of leaves. To result in many “bad” splits, the key distribution must be more pathological; ordinary clustering is not enough.

It is also worth noting the effect of dummy buckets on the performance. As mentioned above, they make it possible to determine that certain keys are not present without making any disk accesses at all. Therefore, a higher percentage of dummies will usually lead to a lower average number of disk accesses required for an unsuccessful search. Since no disk storage is allocated for dummies, they do not waste disk space, but their negative effect is to increase the size of the access tree. However, as we will discuss later, this effect can be reduced to 3 bits per dummy.

As a final remark, we mention that, assuming some fixed bucket capacity, a certain set of keys has only one corresponding BDS-tree. Insertion of a certain set of keys in an initially empty BDS-tree will always result in the same, final BDS-tree, irrespective of the order in which these keys were inserted.

IV. SEPARATOR TREES

Although, in practice, the load factor for BDS trees may suffer from highly skewed key distributions, a modification of the method can guarantee that all splits are close to 50–50, for all key distributions, no matter how bad. The trees used here will be called S-trees (separator trees) to distinguish them from the BDS-trees used above.

A. Searching

With BDS-trees, each bucket is effectively assigned a range of keys, namely all the keys that begin with its path. Thus in Fig. 1, bucket 1 gets all keys beginning with 000, bucket 2 gets all keys beginning with 001, bucket 3 gets all keys beginning with 01, etc., as shown in Fig. 4(a). In an S-tree, only each nonempty bucket has a range, namely from its path up to but not including the path of the next nonempty bucket (or to 11111 . . . for the rightmost nonempty bucket). To reiterate for emphasis, in an S-tree, unlike in a BDS-tree, the dummy buckets do not have ranges assigned to them. If a search leads to a dummy, the nearest nonempty bucket to the left must be inspected instead. A dummy always has a nonempty bucket to its left, since the insertion algorithm guarantees that the leftmost bucket (i.e., bucket 1) is nonempty. Fig. 4(b) shows the ranges assigned to each bucket of Fig. 1 when this figure is interpreted as an S-tree.

To make this point clearer, consider how a record with key 010 would be inserted into the S-tree of Fig. 1. As indicated in Fig. 4(b), this key falls within the range of bucket 2 and thus would go into that bucket instead of going into bucket 3, as would occur if the tree of Fig. 1 was interpreted as a BDS-tree. The reason is intuitively clear: to achieve a high storage efficiency, we want to prevent situations like this—a bucket with just one record.

Put in other terms, due to the way ranges are assigned to buckets, in any S-tree the union of the ranges of the currently existing nonempty buckets exhausts the entire key space. Barring overflows, no new buckets are ever created, since every key belongs in some existing bucket. Only when an overflow occurs is a new bucket created, and then, as we shall see shortly, the records can be evenly divided between the two buckets.

With BDS-trees, the union of the nonempty bucket ranges does not exhaust the key space, since dummy buckets “own” the keys starting with their paths. Hence, a dummy bucket must be converted to a real one when even one record falls in its range. By not assigning any range to the dummies in an S-tree, this problem is avoided.

B. Insertions

From the above reasoning, we can see that in S-trees new buckets are only created upon bucket overflow. Now we will show how it is possible to guarantee that the keys are evenly divided between the two buckets.

First, sort all $b + 1$ keys belonging to the overflowing
bucket. Then find the median key $K_m$. Next find the median separator $S_m$, defined as the shortest prefix of the median key such that $K_{m-1} < S_m \leq K_m$. In effect, the median separator divides the sorted keys in two subsets, with all keys prior to the median key remaining in the overflowing bucket, and its successors being put in a newly created bucket. In other words, the median separator divided the original range of the overflowing bucket into two parts. The first part becomes the new range of the overflowing bucket and the other part becomes the range of the new, nonempty bucket to its right.

As an example of how this works, consider what would happen if the five keys of Fig. 5(a) landed in bucket 4 of Fig. 1, thereby causing an overflow (for $b = 4$). The median key in the sorted list is $K_2$ (10110010). The median separator is 1011001 because 10110001 < 1011001 \leq 10110010 and no shorter prefix of $K_2$ (e.g., 101100) has this property. A path is then created for this separator, and it is inserted into the tree, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Note that it makes no difference here if $K_0$ would have been chosen to be 10001000 instead of 10110000.

A split does not always lead to the substitution of the overflow node by a subtree with two nonempty buckets. Consider, for example, the situation of Fig. 6(a) with bucket 2 containing the keys 00110, 10010, 10100, and 10111. If key 10110 has to be inserted, an overflow occurs. Then the median key is 10100, with separator 101. The result is that 00110 and 10010 stay in bucket 2, while the others go into the new bucket 5 as indicated in Fig. 6(b).

In the above examples the keys of the overflowing bucket were evenly divided by using the median separator. A variant of this idea is not to use the median key for determining the separator, but instead another key from some interval around the median key. (We apply here the idea proposed in [2].) In our example of Fig. 5, choosing $K_3$ instead of $K_2$ leads to a shorter separator (101101) and a tree [see Fig. 5(c)] with fewer dummies, although in both cases the keys split equally good. In general, a trade-off must be made between a potentially worse division of the keys between the buckets, which eventually leads to a lower load factor, and a longer separator, which means more dummies.

If the interval is chosen to cover the entire bucket, then the algorithm produces the shortest possible separator, just as the split algorithm of the BDS-tree actually does. Thus, the S-trees generated then will have the “shape” of the corresponding BDS-trees. A difference will be that some nonempty buckets in the BDS-tree correspond to dummies in the S-tree, since in an S-tree these dummies will not be converted to a nonempty bucket until the nearest nonempty bucket to their left overflows (see also Section IV-D).

C. Deletions

The only possible merge in a BDS tree is to combine two siblings (that is, two nodes having the same parent. In Fig. 6(a), buckets 1 and 2 are siblings, but 2 and 3 are not,) and replace them and their common parent with a single bucket. In an S-tree a bucket can be merged with the nearest nonempty bucket to its left or right (i.e., its left or right nonempty neighbor), even if they are not siblings. A merge in an S-tree is performed by adding the records of the right-hand bucket to the left-hand one, and converting the right-hand bucket to a dummy, which results in extending the range of the left-hand bucket as required.

If in Fig. 6(b), the records of buckets 2 and 4 fit together in one bucket, the merge will be performed by adding the records of bucket 5 to bucket 2. Then bucket 5 is converted to a dummy. Since buckets 4 and 5 both are dummies now, the tree can be reduced and will become as in Fig. 6(a). Note that, unlike in BDS-trees, it is impossible to reduce the tree further, since reducing buckets 4 and 5 of Fig. 6(a) to one nonempty bucket would unintentionally change the ranges of buckets 2 and 5.
D. Comparison to BDS-Trees

If the entire S-tree can be kept in main memory, exactly one disk access is needed, both for successful and unsuccessful searches. This performance is slightly worse than with BDS-trees, where some unsuccessful searches can be completed without any disk accesses at all. With S-trees, no key range is assigned to dummies, so if a key leads to a dummy, the nonempty bucket to its left must be inspected anyway.

Unlike with BDS-trees, a certain set of keys has (assuming some fixed bucket capacity) usually more than one corresponding S-tree. Precisely which S-tree will result from the insertion of a certain set of keys in an initially empty tree, depends on the order these keys are inserted.

If the split interval used is not too large, it is guaranteed that an overflow leads to two (approximately) half full buckets. Thus, in case of pure insertions, bucket utilization will be between 50 and 100 percent and mean load factor will be about 70 percent [13]. This situation is equal to that of B-trees and usually better than that of BDS-trees (see results below). In addition, it is possible for S-trees (as for B-trees) to achieve a utilization even higher than 70 percent by merging buckets with more than one adjacent neighbor, and by only performing a split if an overflow cannot be resolved by reallocating some keys to the neighboring buckets. (Of course, if some keys are reallocated to a neighboring bucket, the corresponding separator must be adapted) However, doing so makes insertions and deletions slightly more expensive because overflows and merges then require more work.

Another difference is that S-trees tend to have more dummies than BDS-trees, depending on how large an interval around the median key is chosen. If a large interval around the median key is chosen, a larger number of separators is available. This makes it possible to choose a short one. Since a short separator corresponds to a shallow tree, it will, in general, require fewer dummies than a long separator, which corresponds to a deep tree. Thus, the larger the interval inspected, the shorter the separator, and the fewer the dummies. We have made measurements on the percentage of dummies as a function of the interval searched (expressed as a fraction of the bucket capacity). As an example, Fig. 7(a) shows the results for a list of 50 000 Dutch words when using a bucket capacity of 50 (i.e., b = 50) and a 5-bit-per-character encoding. The 50 000 words were inserted in random order.

On the other hand, the larger the interval searched for a separator, the worse the split can be, and the lower the load factor. If the interval searched is 20 percent of the bucket (10 percent on either side of the median key), for example, the worst possible split is 60-40 percent. With a 50 percent interval, the split can be as bad as 25-75 percent. Finally, if 100 percent of the bucket is searched for the shortest separator, in the worst case one of the resulting two nonempty buckets has only one record. Experimental results show that with split intervals up to about 40 percent there is almost no degradation of the load factor from the 70 percent derived in [13], but with larger intervals, the load factor drops off. As an example, Fig. 7(b) shows the results for the list of 50 000 words. For the same list the BDS-tree gave a load factor of 46 percent and a percentage of dummies of almost 14 percent.

When inserting random numbers as keys, both BDS-trees and S-trees gave the expected average load factor of 70 percent. Of course the size of the split interval had in this case no influence on the average load factor of the S-tree. The percentage of dummies was negligible (i.e., much less than 1 percent) for BDS-trees. For S-trees a split interval of 40 percent appeared to be sufficient to make the percentage of dummies negligible too. But, for a 20 percent split interval the percentage of dummies was roughly 25 percent and for 0 percent split interval this percentage was even about 77 percent.

As we already mentioned before, when a 100 percent split interval is used with an S-tree (i.e., the whole bucket is searched for the shortest separator), the resulting tree is similar, but not identical to the BDS-tree corresponding to the same keys. If at a certain moment a key lands in a dummy, the action taken differs for a BDS-tree and an S-tree. In the former case, the dummy is simply converted into a real bucket. In the latter case, the key is put into the nearest real bucket to the left of the dummy, assuming there is room for it. Thus the shape of BDS-tree and the corresponding S-tree using a 100 percent split interval will be identical, only some of the leaves of the tree that are buckets in the BDS-tree may be dummies in the S-tree. Therefore an S-tree used with a 100 percent split interval...
will have a better load factor, but also a higher percentage of dummies than the corresponding BDS-tree. For the example of Fig. 7 the BDS-tree gave a load factor of 46 percentage and a percentage of dummies of 13 percent, whereas these numbers for the S-tree using a 100 percent split interval were 50 and 20 percent, respectively.

By way of illustration, consider the insertion of the keys of Fig. 5(a) into bucket 4 of Fig. 1 again. If an S-tree with a 100 percent split interval is used, the tree of Fig. 5(c) is produced. If a BDS-tree is used the resulting tree would have the same shape, but the bucket with path 100 would be a dummy and the bucket with path 101100 would be nonempty. More difference shows up if the next key to be stored is 10111100. For both methods the search algorithm reaches the dummy with path 10111. With an S-tree, the key is put into the nearest nondummy bucket to the left, alongside $K_{2}$ and $K_{3}$, since there is sufficient room. With a BDS-tree, the dummy with path 10111 would just be converted to a real bucket immediately. After insertion of this key, the BDS-tree thus has one dummy less than the corresponding S-tree, but uses one nonempty bucket more for storing the same number of keys.

In summary, by adjusting the split interval of an S-tree, one can vary the load factor and the number of dummies. Up to about 40 percent split interval leaves the load factor about 70 percent, while lowering the percentage of dummies (and thus the size of the index). With a larger split interval, still fewer dummies are created, but the load factor deteriorates. With a 100 percent split interval an S-tree almost approximates the behavior of a BDS-tree.

V. REPRESENTATION OF BDS- AND S-TREES

Up until now, we have been completely silent about how the binary trees should be encoded. The obvious representation of an internal node as two pointers is not, in general, the best one. Similarly, we have said nothing about how (or even where) bucket addresses are represented. They obviously could be kept in the leaves of the tree, but this is not the only place; nor is it necessarily the best one. In the following sections, these issues will be discussed in detail. A compact representation for BDS- and S-trees will be developed, and search algorithms using this representation will be presented.

A. How to Represent Binary Trees Compactely

The straightforward way to represent a binary tree, such as that of Fig. 1, is to have each internal node consist of two pointers. The sign bit of each pointer could distinguish between a pointer to an internal node and a bucket address. The root node of Fig. 1 would then contain two internal pointers; its left child would contain one internal pointer and one external pointer (to the dummy bucket); its right child would contain two external pointers. However, this standard representation is not compact enough, since too many bits (namely, two pointers) are needed for each bit of a separator in the tree.

A completely different, and much more compact, rep-
In the address table of Fig. 9(b), slots are also reserved for dummy buckets. An alternative representation that does not need entries in the address table for dummies is as follows. Associated with each tree is a bit map with as many bits as the tree has leaves. For each leaf (bucket) the corresponding bit is set to 0 if the bucket is empty, otherwise the bit is set to 1.

When a tree search terminates, the bucket number of the bucket found (how to get this number will be explained in Section V-D) is used to index into the bit map to fetch the corresponding bit. If that bit is a 1, the bucket found exists; if it is a 0, the bucket is a dummy. For example, the bit map for Fig. 6(b) is 110011. By scanning the bit map up to and including the bucket found, one can determine how many nondummy buckets exist prior to the one found. This number that will be called the index number, can be used as an index into a table that now contains only for each nondummy bucket a slot with its disk address. Fig. 10 shows the linear representation, the bit map and the address table for the tree of Fig. 6(b). In this tree the buckets 1–6 yield the index numbers: 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4. Always the first nonempty bucket has index number 1, the second nonempty bucket has index number 2, and so on. Each dummy has the same index number as the rightmost nondummy bucket to its left.

C. Storage Requirements

It is straightforward to calculate the number of bits required in the index per bucket in the file. If a tree has \( N \) buckets (including dummies), it will have \( 2N - 1 \) nodes total, and thus \( 2N - 1 \) bits are needed for its linear representation. Thus, each leaf (bucket) requires approximately 2 bits.

If the bit map is not used, then every bucket, dummy or not, has a slot in the address table. Slots corresponding to dummies will contain a string of 0’s and slots corresponding to nonempty buckets contain its disk address (≠0). If we assume that a bucket address needs \( A \) bits for its representation, then the number of bits required per bucket is \( A + 2 \). If a fraction \( d \) of all the buckets are dummies, the number of bits per nondummy bucket is \( (A + 2)/(1 - d) \).

If the bit map is used, the number of bits per leaf is increased from 2 to 3, but only nondummy buckets need a slot in the table for their disk addresses, so the total number of bits per nondummy bucket is \( A + 3/(1 - d) \).

Clearly, the bit map scheme is to be preferred whenever:

\[
A + 3/(1 - d) < (A + 2)/(1 - d)
\]

which occurs whenever \( d > 1/A \). For typical values of \( A = 16 \) or 32, if more than 6 or 3 percent of the buckets are dummies, which is nearly always the case, the bit map method is better.

By way of example, suppose that the bit map method is used for an S-tree. As can be seen from Fig. 7, using a split interval of 30 percent of the bucket capacity typically leads to about 60 percent dummies, while the load factor will be the usual 70 percent. Thus, if a bucket address costs 2 bytes (i.e., for files up to about 65,000 buckets), the total cost per bucket would be about 3 bytes.

D. Search Algorithms

Now we will present in detail the BDS- and S-tree search algorithms operating on the above developed, compact representation using the bit map. The reader can easily derive from our description the algorithms for the variant without the bit map.

It may already be clear how a search proceeds once the bucket number has been found. The bucket number is used as an index in the bit map. If the bit map has a 0 for the bucket, it is a dummy; if it has a 1, it is a useful bucket.

For a BDS-tree, a dummy means the key is not present and the algorithm terminates. If the bit map entry is a 1 for a BDS-tree, the program must count the number of 1 bits in the bit map from the first bit up to and including the bit corresponding to the bucket found to determine the index number of that bucket. This index number indicates which slot in the table contains the required disk address.

For S-trees, the same procedure is followed as for BDS-trees, except that the count is applied no matter what the bit map value is since finding a dummy when searching an S-tree does not mean that the key is absent. One must look in the first nonempty bucket to the left of this dummy to find out. Since a dummy has the same index number as this first nonempty bucket to its left, always counting 1’s up to its own bit in the bit map is justified.

It is now time to describe in detail how the bucket number can be found. This part of the search process has two inputs: the key to be found, and the linear representation of the tree. Two markers are used, one to mark the current position in the tree as it is traversed, and one to mark the current position in the key as it is scanned. Initially, the
tree marker is at the root of the binary tree and the key marker is at the first bit of the key.

Each time the bit pointed to by the tree marker is a 0 (i.e., an internal node), the bit pointed to by the key marker is used to decide whether to advance the tree marker to the left subtree or to the right subtree. If this bit of the key is a 0 the tree marker must go to the left, and if it is a 1, to the right subtree.

Advancing the tree marker to the left subtree can simply be accomplished by advancing it to one position further, since in the linear representation a left subtree is represented directly following the 0 bit of its parent. To advance the tree marker to the right subtree, the left subtree must be skipped. The fact that any subtree contains one more 1 than 0's, can be used to find the end of a subtree easily.

The above described search goes on until the bit pointed to by the tree marker finally is a 1 (i.e., a leaf). This 1 bit corresponds to the bucket found (which is possibly a dummy). Instead of afterward counting all 1 bits left to it in the linear representation to determine its bucket number, one can simply keep track of the number of ones passed-by while skipping subtrees.

Fig. 11 shows Pascal functions illustrating the algorithms for the representation using a bit map. The search algorithm spends its time mainly on skipping subtrees and on converting a bucket number to an index number. Since both these operations are very simple, it should be easy to build special hardware for it (or to microprogram these operations). Without special hardware, the searching process can still be made relatively fast (in software) by using two 256-entry tables. For example, computing the index number from a bucket number using the bit map can be done much faster by using a table giving the number of 1's for each possible bit configuration in a byte. Similarly, two other tables can help to make the skipping process work bytestwise instead of bitwise for all but a few bits of each subtree. One of these tables gives the difference between the number of ones and zeros within each byte. For example, the byte 00101100 has a difference of −2. (Since this table is equally good for the computation of the index number, a separate table giving the number of ones for each possible byte is not required.) The other table contains the maximum difference between ones and zeros found when traversing the byte bit-by-bit from left to right. For example, the byte 01011100 has as maximum 2. This second table is used to check whether the last bit of the subtree is present in the current byte. If the maximum difference achievable within the current byte is greater than or equal to the difference to be searched for, then the end of the subtree is in this byte. Otherwise it is not, and the difference to be searched for must be adapted by subtracting the total difference in this byte, as given by the first table, before going on with the next byte. Without the check described above, the algorithm would skip too much if the last bit of the subtree is followed by more zeros than ones within the same byte.

The reason to keep the linear representation, the bit map and the address table separated, was just to be able to use the relation between the number of ones and zeros in a subtree to skip it, and to use the improvements presented above.

E. Linearity of the Algorithms

From the description above it follows that the computational cost of the search algorithm is linear in the size of the tree. During a search the algorithm reads from the linear representation all bits up to and including the 1 bit representing the bucket (dummy or not) finally found. This means that on the average about half the bits of the linear representation will be read. Clearly, also half the bit map will be scanned on the average.

A separator will have to be added (deleted) only when a bucket overflows (underflows). A little thought reveals that the algorithms for adding or deleting separators are linear too. For example, in case of adding a new separator, it usually will be necessary to replace one leaf by a
small, new subtree. To make room for this subtree, on the average about half of the bits of the linear representation need to be shifted to the right. A similar shift is required in the bit map to make room for the dummy-or-not bits corresponding to the leaves of the new subtree. Finally, on the average half the table must be shifted one place to make room for the address of the newly created nonempty bucket.

Although the algorithms presented can be made to run reasonably fast, they are all linear, and thus our compact representation will be useful only for representing binary trees of limited size. As will be explained in the next section, large indexes will have to be divided into parts of restricted size anyway. Therefore, the linearity of the algorithms usually does not cause serious problems.

VI. COMPARISON TO TIE HASHING AND B-TREES

What we did until now was in fact nothing more than developing a compact representation of search information (i.e., separators and pointers). We showed that separators can be represented in a binary tree, that binary trees can be represented in a compact way, and that rather fast, but linear algorithms exist that operate on this compact representation of search information.

A. Comparison to Trie Hashing

The variant of Trie Hashing using binary digits [12] is in many respects equal to BDS-trees, although they were developed independently. One difference is that Trie Hashing uses a so-called ‘‘digit number’’ in each node. As a result, for files up to 32K buckets and keys of at most 256 bits, Trie Hashing uses 5 bytes per node, while for such files BDS-trees would need in the standard representation only 4 bytes per node. Besides, in our case keys may also be longer than 256 bits, since BDS-trees impose no restriction on the length of the keys.

However, this is still not compact enough. Our experiments have convinced us that compactly implemented B*-trees are better than Trie Hashing, BDS-trees, and S-trees using the standard representation. Happily enough, we have shown how a much more compact linear representation of our trees can be implemented efficiently. A sequential representation is described in [12] for Trie Hashing too. But, that representation seems to be less compact than ours, and, more importantly, it is doubtful whether it is possible to make algorithms operating on it that are as simple and efficient as ours.

Also, our representation has the advantage that the address table is kept separate. For example, Trie Hashing simply has to fail if the file is so large that the search information cannot be kept in main memory. However, in our case one could put the address table on disk at the cost of an extra disk reference. Note that the address table then has become somewhat similar to the directory of Extensible Hashing [7]. (Still, in our opinion, it is better to page and structure large indices in the multilevel organization of a B*-tree, as described below.)

It was shown already that the storage utilization offered by BDS-trees (and thus also offered by Trie Hashing with binary digits) may be hardly acceptable. Therefore, for most applications S-trees seem to be superior to both BDS-trees and Trie Hashing (see also Section IV-D).

B. Comparison to B-Trees

Although the comparison in [12] between Trie Hashing and B-trees is in favor of Trie Hashing, it does not suffice to have shown that S-trees compare favorably to Trie Hashing. There are several reasons for making a separate comparison between S-trees and B-trees.

First, the comparison in [12] was made assuming that the percentage of nil pointers will be negligible. However, nil pointers obviously have the same bad influence on the cost per effective node in Trie Hashing, as dummies have with BDS- and S-trees, and our experience is that the percentage of dummies (nil pointers) may be significant.

Furthermore, the comparison in [12] was made assuming that with Trie Hashing the whole index (trie) was in core, while with B-trees only the root page of the index was assumed to be there. A more fair comparison can be made in two ways. Either both methods may use the same amount of main memory, and the comparison shows which method needs less disk accesses than the other, or it is assumed that both methods have their index entirely in core, and the comparison shows which method needs less space for its index.

Still, even such a comparison would not be totally fair, since B-trees have a nice property not (yet) present with Trie Hashing and S-trees. Namely, with B-trees it is easy to trade main memory for access performance by having few or many of the index pages resident on disk. Below we will show that an index based on S-trees can be paged into the same multilevel organization as a B*-tree, and that the resulting method will give better performance than a Prefix B*-tree [2].

1) Using the B*-Tree Index Organization: Although an S-tree can be used for representing an index very compactly, it still may happen that a large index does not fit a certain prescribed amount of main memory. Therefore, it should be possible to have (part of) an index on disk.

Since the index organization of B*-trees has proven to be worthwhile, an easy way to get the ability to handle also very large indexes is to use the same paged, multilevel index organization for S-trees. (A somewhat different, but perhaps better way of structuring the index pages in a multilevel organization is described in [5].) Note that this proposal amounts to using S-trees for the representation of the (separator, pointer)-pairs within each index page and structuring the index pages in the organization of a B*-tree. So, the only difference with other compact variants of a B*-tree, such as the Simple Prefix B*-tree (SPB-tree) and the Prefix B*-tree (PB-tree) [2], then lies in the way the (separator, pointer)-pairs are represented.

2) Compactness of S-Trees: Some experiments were run to see how compact the representation of separators in an S-tree really is. In the comparison we assumed the
separators in the SPB- and PB-tree to be variable length bit strings represented by a one byte length field and the bit string. The length of a prefix was also expressed in bits, not bytes. Thus the implementation we assumed for the SPB- and PB-trees was squeezed as much as possible. (Using bit stuffing to make it possible to denote the end of the variable length bit string by a special bit pattern, requires about the same number of bits.) Still, it was found that representing separators in an S-tree needs roughly half as many bits as with PB-trees. As expected, the representation used with PB-trees appeared to be only slightly more compact than that of SPB-trees.

The data used were the list of 50 000 words mentioned before and a list of 200 000 names which we got from the Dutch PTT. Both experiments were run once with a 5-bit-character encoding and once with the characters in an 8 bit ASCII encoding. For both encodings S-trees appeared to be almost two times as compact as PB-trees.

In Section V-C we mentioned already that the representation of a separator in an S-tree typically may cost one byte. If 3 bytes are used for bucket addresses (i.e., for files up to 16 million buckets), the total cost per (separator, pointer)-pair is typically 4 bytes. Assuming that the size of a page is 1K byte, this means that, when using S-trees, index pages may have a maximum fan-out of about 250, and that the average fan-out may be roughly 175. (Remember that the average load factor of index pages will be about 70 percent too.) Thus, if only the root index page is kept in main memory, records of files up to roughly 44 Mbytes can be accessed in two disk accesses. In general, the same access performance is accomplished if all index levels except the lowest one are kept in core. Thus, each record in a file of \( N \times 30 \) Mbytes can be accessed in two disk accesses if \( N + 1 \) index pages are kept in main memory. These figures would even be better if a pointer compression scheme would be used. In [5] it is shown how, in case of bucket addresses of 4 bytes, the actual cost per bucket address easily can be reduced to 2 bytes.

VII. Summary and Conclusion

We have shown how a highly compact representation of binary trees can be used for representing search information. Two access methods using this representation were developed, BDS-trees and S-trees. With both methods the index is represented so compactly that it usually will fit in main memory, which means that records usually can be retrieved in one disk access. Each of these two methods may have its own class of applications where it is better than the other. A point in favor of S-trees is, that its behavior can be influenced by varying the size of the split interval used. When a maximum split interval is chosen, S-trees behave almost as BDS-trees. Furthermore, we have shown how the fan-out of a B-tree can be improved by using S-trees for the representation of the (separator, pointer)-pairs.

In this paper the emphasis was on building indexes. However, the techniques presented can also be used, for example, for storing pictures more efficiently than with current methods [5], [6], [8].
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